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NYA & NELLIE’S NINE LIVES

Young MG Graphic Novel Proposal

Specifications:

218 pages. 3,200 words. Trim size: 6.5 x 9.

Informational fiction young middle grade graphic novel adventure.

I am available to write, illustrate, color, and letter the complete graphic novel.

Synopsis:

When kitten, Nellie, escapes the Nexus Laboratory by traveling back in time 2000 years

aboard an experimental time machine litter box, she finds herself in the forever home of

alpha cat, Nya. In an attempt to befriend Nya and convince her that she is not there to

replace her, Nellie takes Nya on a ride in her box propelling them back another 29,000

years into the past. Nya, who had no intention of leaving her forever home, feels betrayed

by Nellie. Nellie agrees to return Nya to her rightful time and place even though she

prefers to explore.

The cats share many adventures as they make their way forward in time

experiencing fascinating moments in feline history. Everywhere they go, they meet a cat
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that seems very familiar to them. Slowly the cats come to understand as they piece

together the clues that they are visiting their own past lives.

Nellie learns what it takes to be a friend and that some humans can be trusted.

Nya discovers that allowing a little adventure into your life can bring unimaginable

rewards. When the cats finally return to Nya’s forever home, they realize that Nellie is

actually Nya’s future self. Nya invites Nellie to live with her in her forever home. Nya

agrees to take another time traveling adventure with Nellie, but only after a nice long nap.

Artist Biography:

Bonnie Kelso received a BFA from the Rhode Island School of Design. She has a

professional background in graphic and exhibit design and has worked on projects for

NASA, National Geographic and the Smithsonian Institution. Gnome Road Publishing

will publish her debut picture book, NUDI GILL, in September 2022. Recently she won

the 2021 SCBWI Karen Cushman award for her historical fiction chapter book. Bonnie

has traveled all the way around the world… twice! Whenever she gets the chance, she

continues to enjoy indulging her fascination with world history and travel with her

partner and two sons.

Manuscript Outline:

Prologue:

The year is 4032 at the Nexus Laboratory. Kitten #9 (Nellie) is removed from a cage by a

scientist and placed into a litter box. Nellie sees a chance to escape and starts running, but

this triggers the litter box which is actually an experimental time machine sending her

2000 years into the past to Nya’s lifetime.

Introduction:

Life #9: Present Day, Forever Home, Suburbia, USA

Nya, an adult cat, is enjoying her usual lonesome routine when Nellie suddenly arrives.

Nya is heartbroken when she wrongly assumes that a younger cat is replacing her. Nellie
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tries to show Nya that her litter box is a time machine by convincing her to step inside

with her. The cats travel 29,000 years into the past.

Life #1: 29,000, Ardéche, France

The cats arrive in total darkness, but Nellie sees a faint light in the distance. It is revealed

that they are in an ancient cave. Nya is angry that Nellie has tricked her into leaving her

beloved home. The cats briefly explore the Chauvet Cave paintings before hearing a

predator approach. They scurry back to the litter box and travel forward in time just as a

giant saber-toothed cat reveals himself.

Life #2: 7500 BC, Çatalhöyük, Anatolia

The cats time travel to a Neolithic farming village, where they observe the first feline

domestication. Here they meet Kedi who catches destructive rats in exchange for treats

and affection from humans. Nellie begins to see how humans can be somewhat useful.

Life #3: 525 BC, Pelusium, Egypt

The cats arrive in an ancient Egyptian temple dedicated to the cat-headed goddess Bastet.

Nya hides the litter box behind a giant column. Inside the temple they meet Bahiti. They

enjoy some creature comforts before Persians suddenly attack the city. The invading

army, well aware of the Egyptians’ affinity for felines, uses cats as secret weapons. The

cats narrowly escape with their lives when they have trouble finding the misplaced litter

box.

Life #4: 1554, Amarkot, India

The cats arrive at the palace of young Emperor Akbar where they meet a cat named

Babur. Nya feels compelled to rescue Akbar’s hunting cheetahs who are chained up to

cots as Nellie discovers she has a fear of heights. Nya explains to Nellie how she

overcame her fear of heights when she was a kitten. After freeing the cheetahs with
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Babur’s help the cats escape Akbar’s reprimands by confidently relocating their litter

box.

Life #5: 1600, Bruneian Empire, Borneo

The cats arrive on a Malaysian fishing boat heading out to sea. They are appreciated as

good luck charms, along with Tuah, the ship’s cat mascot. But their luck runs out when a

storm shipwrecks them on the Australian coastline. Unable to locate their litter box, the

cats believe they are trapped there forever. Nya is furious with Nellie and sad that she

will not be able to get home and see her person again. Nellie feels bad. As the cats sulk,

the litter box washes up to shore. They refill it with beach sand and continue their

journey. Nellie earnestly promises to return Nya to her forever home.

Life #6: 1862, Washington, D.C., USA

The cats arrive in the White House where President Abraham Lincoln is hosting a dinner

for officials. He treats the cats kindly and invites them to the feast along with his favorite

feline, Tabby. Nellie becomes enamored with Mr. President, but reveals that she cares for

Nya even more. Nellie learns more about love and that it can be painful to be separated

from someone you care about. The cats rest before continuing their journey.

Life #7: 1914, Antarctica

The cats arrive in Antarctica on board Ernest Shackelton’s Endurance which is stranded

in an ice sheet. They meet Chippy, the ship’s cat, who shows them that adventure can

sometimes lead to great glory. They offer to take Chippy with them, but he refuses

because he is eager to fulfill his destiny.

Life #8: 1963, Hammaguir, Alegria

The cats arrive aboard a rocket counting down to lift-off. Beside them is Félicette, the

first cat to travel into space. The cats scramble to quickly leave, but Nellie’s collar gets
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caught on an instrument panel. Félicette calmly assures them that they will be okay. In

zero gravity the cats wear out their welcome as the sand in their box starts to float

everywhere jeopardizing Félicette’s mission. Working together they manage to collect the

sand and escape in time before reentry.

Life #9: Present Day, Forever Home, Suburbia – Nya

Finally the cats return to Nya's forever home. Nya is overjoyed. Nellie begins to say

goodbye and admits that she will miss Nya very much. Nya invites Nellie to live with her

in her forever home. They briefly discuss the possibility that they are one in the same

feline, but brush the notion off as being ridiculous. Nya’s person, who is a young girl,

walks in and welcomes Nellie by giving her a collar with a heart on it, just like Nya’s.

The cats exchange loving words with one another. Nya suggests, to Nellie’s delight, that

they go on another time traveling adventure together soon, but only after a nice long nap.
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